Ornit Blind Rivets
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Manufacturing &
Marketing Blind Rivets
Established

1975

O

rnit Blind Rivets manufactures blind rivets
since 1975 and provides fastening solutions
for the automotive, constructive and industrial markets. The company’s portfolio includes structural rivets, roofing rivets, multi-grip rivets and other
fastening solutions made from various alloy combinations of Aluminum, Steel and Stainless Steel.

Leading Executive

Hagar Araya
CEO

Market Segments

in material thickness. The Or-Bulb blind breakstem fastener is ideal for use with soft, brittle
and thin sheet materials.
• Ornilock and Orbolt - both are multi-grip
structural breakstem fasteners with perfect hole
fill to give a fully sealed joint. Have high shear
and tensile strength Can be used in high vibration and heavy duty applications.

Quality

• Automotive: Cars (private Vehicles),
Commercial vehicles, Trucks & Trailers, Cable
Cars, RVs and Caravans, Trains
• Industrial: Military, Construction, Solar,
Electronics, Agricultural

One of Ornit most striking advantages is the high
standard quality of our Blind Rivets for which they
are well known. High standards and top quality
products are ensured by quality control tests at all
stages of production. The quality perception in the
company begins with the senior management and
ends with the apprentice, each of whom is personally responsible for the quality of the production and committed to our valued customers.

Research and Development

Leading Products’ Families

Contact:

Hagar Araya
CEO
Kibbutz Or Haner 79190 Israel
Tel: 972-8-6610222
Fax: 972-8-6611380
hagar@ornit.com
www.ornit.com

• NEW - Mega Orlock® - The newest innovation in Ornit’s Products Family. The Mega Orlock,
a Patent Registered, a Triple locking system that
gives the user maximum power, Shear and Tensile
strength. The Mega Orlock rivet is being used to
secure military applications, automotive heavy duty
applications and other large steel constructions.
• NEW - Mega Bulb - The structural Mega Bulb
rivet has a large blind-side bearing area making
it an ideal rivet for use in thin sheet or low
strength materials. The Mega Bulb contains a
visible mechanical lock to give extra strength
to the joint.Can be used in Automotive Plastic
Materials, Containers, Commercial Vehicles.
• Orlock® - The Orlock is a structural breakstem
fastener with great shear and tensile strength.
The patented Orlock rivet has a double locking
system which ensures the strongest vibration resistant joints whilst the large blind side bearing
area spreads the load and prevents creep.
• Or-Bulb - The Or-Bulb breakstem fastener is
designed with a split tail formation, providing a
much larger blind side bearing area against the
rear sheet. This also allows for a wide variation

The R&D department has 40 years in delivering fastening solutions. The team is highly experienced and
equipped with the latest technologies to face any fastening challenge. The R&D unique expertise is supporting our customers with Tailor Made products,
designing new products and developments upon customer’s requirements. The technical team communicates directly with the customers’ engineering team to
solve any technical issue within short responsive time.

Customers
More than 90% of Ornit’s products are exported
globally to Europe, North America, Australia, Far
East and Latin America. Among our customer you
can find leading vehicle manufacturers, Trucks
and trailers companies, Private Label companies
and other distributing partners.

Ornit Inc.
Is our subsidiary company serves the North
American market with a local sales office and provides immediate response to demand. Products
are delivered from our stock in Michigan.

International Standards
Ornit manufactures in compliance with IFI 114 and
DIN 7337 standards. Ornit’s dedication to performance excellence has led us to be awarded with
ISO TS16949 and ISO 9001:2008 certifications.
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